You can have both!
PhD in Clinical Sciences
Clinical career & patient-oriented research (50:50 model)

Objectives

- Obtain a PhD title while simultaneously pursuing a clinical career
- Benefit from the combination of clinical work and patient-oriented research while maintaining an individual schedule

Program

- PhD in Clinical Sciences is a program of the Graduate School for Health Sciences (GHS)
- Clinically involved candidates (medical doctors, psychologists, physiotherapists etc.) can pursue their clinical work in a 50% position and dedicate the remaining time to a research project

Requirements

Staatsexamen or master diploma in medicine, psychology or in a related clinically oriented field.
Both a clinical position and a research position.

Duration of Program

4–5 years

Research and Training

Emphasis is put on comprehensive training in research methods, such as statistics, study design, epidemiology and scientific writing.

Awarded Title

PhD in Health Sciences (Clinical Speciality).

Information

Dr. Tullia Padovani
Coordinator GHS
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